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About MANA Youth Project
MANA Youth Project is a Grassroots Social-Enterprise Youth Mentoring Service 

operating on the Mornington Peninsula.

We are in the business of walking alongside the Young Heroes & Heroines in our 

communities as tutelary guides, teachers & Mentors, helping unlock hidden 

potential through purposeful, narrative, creative & strengths based mentorship.

our unique Narrative Mentorship Framework exists for the sole purpose of 

developing and implementing innovative, social-impact driven programs and 

community resources around complex needs in communities and schools, training 

up more Mentors in communities across the world and making sure the world 

knows that MENTORSHIP MATTERS.

our body of work draws from Joseph Campbells Monomyth, The 'Heroes Journey', 

and brings it into our modern world, modern communities and the complex issues 

that our young people face. 

Our Core Mentorship Pathway Program: The Pathfinder Cycle, is a foundational 

introduction to the themes of the Heroes Journey, which is the Origin Story of 

every Hero both in Fiction & Real Life. 
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Rick Boland
Founder & Chief Mentor



Narrative therapy is a form of psychotherapy
that seeks to help individuals identify their

values and the skills associated with them. 
 

It provides the individual with knowledge of
their ability to live these values so they can

effectively confront current and future
problems.

 
People make meaning of events in their lives

through story. The stories they tell impact how
they view their past, present, and future. These
stories can be reauthored to become preferred
stories, using the components that comprise a

story, such as action, time, sequence, plot,
context, relationships, archetypal characters &

guides and cultural and societal influence.
 

Our unique Narrative Mentorship Framework
de-constructs Joseph Campbells Monomyth
and re-engineers it for our modern times to

guide young people and communities in
understanding the various transitional steps of

a young persons journey through life and
growth.

And outlines the Process in helping them
access the proper initiations they need to

empower themselves and regain authorship
over their own lives and narratives they tell

themselves.  
 

The 6-Week Program  is the beginning of this
Heroes Journey and servers as a foundational

process in which young people can manifest a
new awareness of their innate abilities and

sense of place in their world.

OUR NARRATIVE
MENTORSHIP
FRAMEWORK

MANA Youth Projects mission is twofold. 
The core of our work is to provide young
people in communities access to
knowledgable adults who can guide them
towards a deeper understanding of themselves
and the world they live in. 

MANA Youth Project sees the pitfalls & gaps
created by larger, more streamlined services in
community work, youth work & psychotherapy.  
To grout that gap, we seek to build bridges
over them so that young people no longer fall
between them. 

WHY
MENTORSHIP

M A N A  Y O U T H  P R O J E C T  
6 - W E E K  P R O G R A M  G U I D E ©



Without clear, defined
Values, young people often
feel lost in their world, make
mistakes, and feel a sense of
confusion or existentialism
in their lives. 

But where do they learn to
define these values? 
We Believe Mentoring is a
good place to start.  

MANA Youth Project has it's
own shared values as an
organisation. 
Seeing ours might inspire
your own. 

OUR
VALUES

MANIFESTATION
Manifesting a Need to reflect on everyday
life. What is working for you. What isn't.
Where you have been. Where you are
wanting to go. What you want in your life.
And who you want to be as a person.

AWARENESS
Raising Awareness of the aspects of yourself
and your life that are no longer serving you.
At this stage we may be seeking change, and
may be on the lookout for someone who can
guide us to where we want to be.

NAVIGATION
Now that we are on the path to
understanding our strengths, values, beliefs
and morals, we now must develop a
philosophy or code that will hold us
accountable and help us navigate this
newfound wisdom.

AUTHENTICITY 
Being Authentic means coming from a real
place within. It is when our actions and
words are congruent with our beliefs and
values. It is being ourselves, not an imitation
of what we think we should be or have been
told we should be.This is the truest version
of ourselves we can possibly be.
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Our Foundational 6 Week Mentorship Program Lays the groundwork for 
future change. It is a core piece of our Narrative Mentorship Framework

 
In this 6 Week Journey, a MANA Mentor will guide their students through a 

foundational process of discovery & insights. 
 

 Each Session, young people will learn new things about themselves and 
the world around them. 

 
 
 

WHAT'S INVOLVED?

YOUR STARTER KIT
 

Each New Mentee will receive their own 
Copy of our Pathfinder Hero Manual.
A 56 Page A5 Journal full of Actionable 
Life-Tools, Insights & Free-Journaling 
Pages to assist you on your Journey.

After Session 3: Mentees will 
gain access to our Hero 
Academy Discord Server 
where they can
Communicate & Collaborate 
with others who have come 
before them. 



MEETING THE MENTOR

HEROIC ARCHETYPES

ALLIES & ADVERSARIES

HERO CODE-TUNING

THE MEANING OF LIFE

PERSONAL LEGEND

Rapport building is a crucial part of the 
learning experience.  

This Session will be spent getting to know 
each student in the group & your instructors. 
Students will also be introduced to their 
Pathfinder Hero Manual & it's contents, and 
also will begin to think about the Personal 
Legend they will be crafting throughout the 
term. 

Each of us has a Heroic Archetype resting 
within us. Some may have multiple.

When we recognise these crucial aspects of 
our personalities & those around us, we begin 
to feel empowered, meeting & giving space to 

each helps us understand the uniqueness of 
our individual personalities . Your Hero 

Archetype is YOU, The Protagonist in your 
Personal Mythology. 

We may have been told a few times in our life, 
'The Universe Doesn't revolve around You!"
Although true, however, OUR WORLD does 
revolve around Us, and when we put ourselves 
at the centre of our Story, we begin to notice 
just who in our lives is most important to our 
journey; Who are our Allies, there to help us?
Who may be standing in our way and making 
us feel like Secondary Characters in our Own 
Lives?

We each have a Purpose in Life. 
Although you may be young, and not aware of 

it just yet , this session will help you unfold 
your EVERYDAY PURPOSE, something the 

Japanese refer to as: IKIGAI. 
 

We will draw from previous sessions to decipher  
what stokes your fire, what gets you out of bed, 

what makes you feel good each day, and how can 
we attract more of this into our daily lives.  

In this Session, you will be taking everything 
you have learnt about yourselves and bringing 
it all together into a Heroic Code: A Personal 
Philosophy, Mantra, Affirmation or Ritual that 
will hold you accountable to the Hero/Heroine 
you are becoming. 

Knowledge isn't Wisdom until it is practices 
and put into action. Where better than your 
daily life. That is where the true battles await.

We have been slowly constructing the basis for 
your Personal Legend each week, now it is time to 

take what you have learnt and construct it into the 
beginning of your Personal Mythology. 

 
This is a written narrative where you are the 

Protagonist. What is your Origin? Where have you 
come from? where are you now?

where are you heading?
The Pen is in your hand, it is time to regain 

Authorship over the Narratives you carry with you 
in your life. 
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MEET OUR MENTORS

Rick Boland

Ash  Marlow

It Takes a Village to Raise a Child, and MANA Youth Project values Collaboration,
Partnership & Team Work. So it is important for us to ensure that the Young People &
their Families have access to the best of the best in their communities, true leaders who
have a wide array of unique skills & experience to offer our Mentees. 

Founder | Chief Mentor | Wizard

Lead Wellbeing Mentor | Healer

Rick grew up here on the Mornington 
Peninsula, so being able to lead the next 
generations of young people in his community 
has become his life purpose. 
As Chief Mentor, Rick offers a very deep, 
actionable & philosophical Mentorship 
Pathway.  A veritable Wizard, he can assist 
with the more existential side of life for young 
people facing ordeal & lack in their lives
aswell as help them define their own Personal 
Legend through Narrative Therapies. 

Ashleigh facilitates safe spaces for connection, 
emotional release and healing. Utilising Creative 
Arts Therapy, Mindfulness and Tapping (Emotional 
Freedom Technique). 
 
Ash also has experience supporting people who 
have witnessed domestic violence in the home, 
and can support mentees who are experiencing 
this in their life.



6 WEEK MENTORSHIP CYCLE
PRICE PLAN

 M O R N I N G T O N  P E N I N S U L A

$999 

facebook.com/manayouthproject

www.manayouthproject.com
MANAYOUTHPROJECT/

OUR WHOLE-FAMILY MEDIATION PROCESS

PAY HALF NOW, HALF LATER
$ 4 5 0  A T  T H E  B E G I N N I N G
$ 4 5 0  A F T E R  S E S S I O N  3

 
N O B O D Y  S H O U L D  H A V E  T O  G O  I T  A L O N E .  W E  A R E  H E R E  T O  H E L P .

F O L L O W  T H E  L I N K  &  W A T C H  T H I S  V I D E O  T O  H E A R  A  B I T  A B O U T  H O W  W E
W O R K  C L O S E L Y  W I T H  F A M I L I E S ,  H O L D I N G  S P A C E  A N D  B E A R I N G  W I T N E S S  T O

E V E R Y  F A M I L I E S  U N I Q U E  S T O R Y  T O  S E E  H O W  B E S T  W E  M A Y  B E  A B L E  T O  H E L P .  

2023 Price

A U D

1:1 Face 2 Face

$999 
PAY HALF NOW, HALF LATER

2023 Price

A U D

Self & Plan ManagedFull Paying Families

$ 4 5 0  A T  T H E  B E G I N N I N G
$ 4 5 0  A F T E R  S E S S I O N  3

All Parents/Guardians are welcome to 
join our Private Facebook Group.
Please inquire with your Mentor.


